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Abstract

Electric Vehicles (EVs) are inherently more suitable for active safety, which means to control body slip angle $\beta$ and yaw rate $\gamma$, than Combustion engine Vehicles. However as $\beta$ is difficult to measure, we need to estimate $\beta$. We proposed a novel method to estimate $\beta$. We did experiments by using UOT March II and their results demonstrated that the proposed observer could estimate $\beta$ exactly and robustly. Next, we proposed new control methods for 2-Dimension control. We tried to decoupled and control $\beta$ and $\gamma$ by feedback and feedforward controller. Simulation results are shown to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Recently, Electric Vehicles (EVs) become more popular thanks to the dramatic improvement of motors' and batteries' performances. Most of people like EVs because they think EVs are easy on the environment and can solve today’s energy problems.

However, it is not well recognized that EVs have other advantages over Internal Combustion engine Vehicles (ICVs) [1]. Those advantages can be summarized in three aspects.

First, motor's torque generation is fast and accurate. Electric motor's torque response is only several milliseconds, which is 10-100 times as fast as combustion engine's. This advantage can enable us to realize high performance control of EVs. Precise and high speed control is possible for EVs. Because electric motors can be controlled much more precisely, with a shorter control period than ICVs'.

Second, motor torque can be known precisely. Therefore we can easily estimate driving and braking forces between tire and road surface in real-time. This advantage can be used to realize novel control based on road condition.

Third, in-wheel motors can be installed in EVs' each rear and front tires. We can control each torques of the four motors so that it is easier to control EVs' slip angle $\beta$ and yaw rate $\gamma$ than ICVs'. In order to make full use of EVs' advantages, it is essentially important to research on $\beta$ and $\gamma$ control and $\beta$ observer.

Control diagram is Fig.1.
In order to estimate $\beta$, we utilize full order linear observer because nonlinear observer is too complex to control $\beta$ and $\gamma$. We design observer’s gain matrix and propose a new method based on $\gamma$ and side acceleration $a_y$. We did experiments by using UOT March II. Experiments show the proposed observer can estimate $\beta$ accurately and the observer is robust against parameter variation.

Next, we try to control $\beta$ and $\gamma$. If $\beta$ and $\gamma$ can be decoupled and controlled freely, EVs movements will be dramatically improved. We design the decoupled controller by using feedback and feedforward controller and utilize Model Following Control (MFC). Simulation results are shown to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2 Modeling of EVs

For the proposed observer and controller design, two-wheel model [2] (Fig.2) is used. Generally, in order to describe vehicle's two dimension movement exactly, four-wheel model is needed. However because four-wheel model is non-linear model, it cannot be used for linear observer design.

P is the center of gravity, $l_f$ is the distance from P to the front wheel, $l_r$ is the distance from P to the rear wheel, $\alpha_f$ is the front wheel slip angle, $\alpha_r$ is the rear wheel slip angle and $\delta_f$ is actual steering angle at tire.

Usually, we express state equations with $\beta$, $\gamma$, and vehicle speed $v$, which are expressed in Equ. (1).

$$\dot{x} = Ax + Bu \cdots (1)$$
where $N$ is the yaw-moment which is generated between the left and right drive wheel. $C_f$ and $C_r$ are cornering power CP, which is defined as Equ. (2)

$$
C_f = \frac{\partial F_{y,f}}{\partial \alpha_f}, \quad C_r = \frac{\partial F_{y,r}}{\partial \alpha_r} \quad (2)
$$

where $F_{y,f}$ and $F_{y,r}$ are each front and rear wheel’s force in y direction.

### 3 Design of the proposed observer

#### 3.1 Restructuring of output equation by using side acceleration $a_y$

Previously, many people proposed many methods for estimating $\beta$. For example, in some method [3], $\beta$ is estimated by Equ. (3). Estimated $\beta$ by this method contains steady state error, therefore it is not useful. In other method [4], nonlinear observer is used. By using this method, you can estimate $\beta$ exactly. But due to the complexity of this method, it is not suitable for control.

$$
a_y = v(\hat{\beta} + \gamma) \quad (3)
$$

Because linear observer’s structure is very simple, it is suitable for control. However conventional linear observer is not robust enough against model error and it cannot estimate $\beta$ exactly in non-linear region.

In this paper, we propose a novel linear observer for estimating $\beta$, which can overcome these disadvantages. In conventional linear observers, only $\gamma$ is used as measurable signal. But in proposed observer, $a_y$ together with $\gamma$ are used, which can estimate $\beta$ in non-linear region [5].

To design the novel observer, it is necessary to restructure output equation, $a_y$. Using Equs. (1) and (3), $a_y$ can be restructure as:

$$
a_y = v(a_{11}\beta + a_{12}\gamma + b_{11}\delta_f + \gamma) \quad (4)
$$

where $a_{11}$ and $b_{11}$ are each elements of matrix A and B.

Using Equs. (1) and (4), the output equation is:

$$
y = Cx + D\delta_f \quad (5)
$$

$$
C = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
v_{a_{11}} \\
v(a_{12} + 1)
\end{pmatrix}, \quad D = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
v_{b_{11}}
\end{pmatrix}, \quad y = \begin{pmatrix}
a_y \\
\gamma
\end{pmatrix} \quad (6)
$$
3.2 Full order observer

We use full order observer (Fig. 3), which is defined by the following equations.

\[ \dot{x} = Ax + Bu - K(y - \hat{y}) \quad \text{(7)} \]
\[ \hat{y} = Cx + Du \quad \text{(8)} \]

where \( K \) is observer matrix gain. \( \hat{x} \) is estimated \( x \)

The estimation error equation \( e = \hat{\beta} - \beta \) should satisfy the following error equation:

\[ \dot{e} = (A - KC)e \quad \text{(9)} \]

Full order observer’s characteristic is decided by value of matrix gain \( K \).

![Fig. 3: full order linear observer](image)

3.3 Design of gain matrix for robustness

If the selected matrix gain is inadequate, the linear observer will have a poor robust performance against model error and sometimes cannot estimate \( \beta \) exactly. To decide matrix gain, we must consider two important factors.

First, the observer must be designed robust against model error. Since two-wheel model is used in our design, some model error exists more or less. Especially, cornering power \( C_f \) and \( C_r \) depend on road condition and loads on each tires. Therefore, their values are changing and cannot be measured.

Second, all eigenvalues of \( A - KC \) must be located in stable region. \( A - KC \) is the state transition matrix of Equ. (15). The positions of \( A - KC \) eigenvalues will affect control system’s time response performances, such as overshoot, rising time and settling time.

To make the observer robust, we referred [6]. By calculate Equs. (7) and (8), we can get \( \hat{\beta} \):
\[ \dot{\beta} = a_{11} \dot{\beta} + a_{12} \dot{\gamma} + b_{11} \delta_f - k_{11} (\dot{\gamma} - \gamma) - k_{12} (\dot{a}_y - a_y) \cdots (10) \]

State equation of \( \beta \) is expressed as:

\[ \dot{\beta} = a'_{11} \beta + a'_{12} \gamma + b'_{11} \delta_f \cdots (11) \]

where \( a'_{11}, a'_{12} \) and \( b'_{11} \) are the real values. Any model error is not contained in this equation.

By Equs. (10) and (11), the state equation for \( \hat{\beta} - \beta \) is given by following equation.

\[ \begin{align*}
\dot{\hat{\beta}} - \beta &= (\dot{\hat{\beta}} - \beta)(a_{11} - k_{12} \nu) - (1 - k_{12} \nu)(a'_{11} - a_{11}) \beta \\
&\quad + (\dot{\gamma} - \gamma)[a_{12} - k_{12} \nu(a_{12} + 1) - k_{11}]
- (1 - k_{12} \nu)(a'_{12} - a_{12}) \gamma \\
&\quad + (1 - k_{12} \nu)(b_{11} - b'_{11}) \delta_f \cdots (12)
\end{align*} \]

Because we can measure \( \gamma \) by a gyro sensor, \( \dot{\gamma} \) can be assumed to be equal to \( \gamma \). The best condition for robustness is:

\[ 1 - k_{12} \nu = 0 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad k_{12} = \frac{1}{\nu} \cdots (13) \]

By Equ. (13), Equ. (12) is expressed as:

\[ \dot{\hat{\beta}} - \beta = (a_{11} - 1)(\dot{\hat{\beta}} - \beta) \cdots (14) \]

Because the eigenvalue of \( a_{11} - 1 \) is located in stable region, \( \dot{\hat{\beta}} \) converges to \( \beta \).

Matrix gain \( K \) is decided as:

\[ K = \left( \begin{array}{ccc}
\frac{\lambda_1 \lambda_2 (l_f - l_r) I}{C_f [2(l_f^2 + l_r^2) + 4l_f l_r]} & -1 & \frac{1}{\nu} \\
- \lambda_1 - \lambda_2 & m((l_f^2 + l_r^2)) & \frac{m((l_f^2 + l_r^2))}{(l_f - l_r) I}
\end{array} \right) \cdots (15) \]

where \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are the assigned poles of the observer.
4 Experimental demonstrations for the novel observer by UOT March II

4.1 Experiment setup for the proposed observer

We remodeled Nissan March as our experimental EV, UOT March II built to prove EVs’ advantages. Sensors of UOT March II are acceleration sensor, gyro sensor and noncontact speed meter which enable us to measure $\beta$. Table. 1 explains specifications.

We did various experiments and two of the experimental results were shown you. Vehicle velocity, driver’s input steering wheel angle $\delta_f$ and road type were changed to test the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed observer. While the experiment was done, road type is changed from dry road to wet road. But observer’s parameters are kept unchanged. Steering angle was changed freely by the test driver.

We recorded $\beta$, $\gamma$, $\delta_f$, $v$ and $a_y$ in hard disk drive by the sampling time of 1 [ms].

![Graphs showing experimental results](image)

Fig. 4 experimental results for the proposed observer’s effectiveness
4.2 Experimental results for the proposed observer

Figs. 4 and 5 show the experimental results under the same experiment condition. But observers’ condition is difference.

Fig. 4 show the experimental result in nonlinear religion for the effectiveness of the proposed observer. Fig. 4 (a) is measured and estimated $\hat{\beta}$. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) are measured value and observer’s output of $\alpha_y$ and $\gamma$. Fig.4 shows us that the novel observer can estimate $\beta$ exactly and robustly even if road type and cornering power were changed.

In Fig. 5, the two linear observers were used and 70 percent error in $b_{11}$ intentionally. One observer is the novel observer. The other observer has different matrix gain (see Equ. (16)). Even if the observers have model error, the novel observer can estimate $\beta$ exactly. But the other observer cannot estimate $\beta$. Fig. 5 proves that our design of gain matrix can make the linear observer more robust.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Sensors of UOT March II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC to control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>encoder pulse number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw rate sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncontact Optical sensor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5 experimental results for the proposed observer’s robustness
5 Proposed controller design

Recently, many researchers study about Active Front Steering system (AFS) and Direct Yaw-moment Control (DYC) [7]. But AFS and DYC interfere each other. AFS and DYC must be designed together and decoupled. We propose a novel method for $\beta$ and $\gamma$ controller.

5.1 Model Following Control (MFC)

We utilize Model following Control (MFC) in order to generate the reference of the vehicle dynamics, or the “desired” response to driver’s steering input [8]. In this paper, MFC calculates the desired state vector $x_{ref}$.

We use linear state equations expressed by Equ. (1) as the desired model. Using Equ. (1), $x_{ref}$ is:

$$X_{ref} = [sI - A]B \cdots (17)$$

where matrix A and B are defined in Equ. (1)

If we can keep the quantities of state $x$ following the desired value $x_{ref}$ freely, EVs’ movements and safety will be improved.

5.2 Design of decoupling controller

To decouple AFS and DYC, we use feedback controller J and feedforward controller L. Its block diagram is depicted in Fig. (6). Transfer function $G$ from input $u$ to state vector $x$ with the novel controller is given by

$$K = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\lambda_1(a_{12} + 1)}{a_{11} - \lambda_1} - 1 & \frac{a_{11} - \lambda_1}{va_{11}} \\
\frac{a_{11}}{a_{21} - \lambda_2} & \frac{va_{11}}{a_{21}}
\end{pmatrix} \cdots (16)$$
\[ G = [sI - A - BJ]^{-1}BL = F^{-1}BL \cdots (18) \]

where

\[ F = sI - A - BJ, \quad G = \begin{pmatrix} G_{11} & G_{12} \\ G_{21} & G_{22} \end{pmatrix} \]

If we can make matrix \( G \) diagonalized, AFS and DYC are decoupled. In this paper, we control \( \beta \) by yaw-moment \( N \) and \( \gamma \) by \( \delta_\alpha \). Then, the necessary condition for diagonalizing \( G \) is that \( J \) and \( L \) which satisfy Equ. (19) exist.

\[ G_{11} = 0, \quad G_{22} = 0, \quad L \neq 0 \cdots (19) \]

Calculating Equ. (19), we get the following conditions:

\[ l_{11} = 0 \cdots (20) \]

\[ a_{12} + b_1j_{12} = 0 \Leftrightarrow j_{12} = \frac{-a_{12}}{b_1} \cdots (21) \]

\[ l_{12}b_{21} + l_{22}b_{22} = 0 \Leftrightarrow l_{22} = \frac{-b_{22}}{b_{21}} l_{12} \cdots (22) \]

\[ b_{21}j_{11} + b_{22}j_{21} + a_{21} = 0 \Leftrightarrow j_{21} = \frac{-a_{21} + b_{22}j_{11}}{b_{22}} \cdots (23) \]

Additionally considering the condition that steady-state error must be 0, \( L \) and \( J \) are given by:

\[ L = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -\frac{q_1}{b_{11}} \\ -\frac{q_2}{b_{22}} & -\frac{q_1b_{21}}{b_{22}b_{11}} \end{pmatrix} \cdots (24) \]

\[ J = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{q_1 - a_{11}}{b_{11}} & -\frac{a_{12}}{b_{11}} \\ -\frac{a_{21}b_{11} + b_{21}(q_1 - a_{11})}{b_{11}b_{22}} & \frac{a_{22}b_{21} + b_{11}(q_2 - a_{21})}{b_{11}b_{22}} \end{pmatrix} \cdots (25) \]

where \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are each the assigned poles of \( G_{12} \) and \( G_{21} \).
6 Simulation results using the proposed controller

This section describes the simulation results of MFC and decoupling control. These simulations were carried out with non-linear formation for vehicle motion.

Fig. 7 shows simulated vehicle motion with the proposed control method. The vehicle dynamics follow “desired model” exactly by the novel control method. In this simulation, actual cornering power $C_f$ and $C_r$ are different from their nominal values. Hence, Fig. 7 also shows robustness of the proposed controller against cornering power.

Next, we add disturbance yaw moment. Disturbance value is 3000[N] and inputted between 2-3 seconds. This disturbance represents the effects of a sudden gust of wind and etc. In these simulations, the human driver does nothing. Without disturbance, the vehicle would go straight ahead.

Fig. 8 (a) is the simulation result without control. Disturbance makes the vehicle dynamics unwanted value. Fig. 8(b) is the simulation result with control. Even if disturbance exists, the proposed control make vehicle dynamics coincide with the value of the desired response. This figure shows us that the proposed control method is effective against disturbance yaw moment.

Fig.9 presents trajectory of the vehicle. Without the proposed control, the vehicle goes astray. But with the proposed control, the vehicle maintain the course. These results show us that the proposed control can reject disturbances.
7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed novel methods to estimate $\beta$ and to control $\beta$ for EVs. The improved observer is based on acceleration and yaw rate $\gamma$ sensors. By this method, we can estimate $\beta$ robustly and accurately. The results of experiments by using UOT March II demonstrated that the proposed observer could estimate $\beta$ exactly and robustly. Next, we utilize MFC, feedback, and feedforward control method for EVs' motion control, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ could be decoupled and $\dot{x}$ could converge to $x$ by this control method. Simulation results are shown to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. In the future, EVs will become more popular and contribute to solving energy problems. It is essential to pursue the researches on making full use of pure EVs' advantages.
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